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By Ilyce R. Glink

S

andy Silver, 79, bought her
Austin, Texas, condo about
30 years ago for $60,000.
Today, it’s worth at least $660,000.
Good thing it was a solid investment — she’s using the equity to
pay for her retirement.
“When I was 73, in 2011, I took
out a reverse mortgage to tap into
equity in my home,” she says.
At the time, she got about
$300,000, which she took as a line
of credit. But over the past six
years, as the value of her condo soared, and the government
raised the reverse mortgage cap,
she refinanced her reverse mortgage with a new reverse mortgage, and got access to another
$50,000 in equity.
Reverse mortgages, also commonly referred to as home equity
1

conversion mortgages, are a type
of loan available to homeowners
aged 62 or older. They are heavily
regulated by the Department of
Housing and Urban Development and are federally insured by
the Federal Housing Administration.
According to the National Reverse Mortgage Lenders Association (reversemortgage.org) and
HUD.gov, a reverse mortgage
must be the primary lien on the
home. You cannot be delinquent
on any federal debt, such as an
FHA loan. Any existing mortgage
must be paid off using the proceeds from the reverse mortgage.
Your home must be your primary residence; vacation homes and
investor properties do not qualify
for reverse mortgages. You must
also remain current on real estate
taxes, homeowners insurance,
Continues on Pg. 2
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and other mandatory obligations,
including condominium fees, and
you are responsible for completing
mandatory repairs and maintaining
the condition of the property.
Finally, you must participate in a consumer information session given by a
HUD- approved HECM counselor.
You can get a reverse mortgage for
a single-family home, a 2- to 4-unit
home with one unit occupied by the
borrower, a HUD-approved condominium project or a manufactured
home that meets FHA requirements.
Benefits of reverse mortgages
Here’s why seniors, especially those
living on a fixed income, like reverse
mortgages: The loan does not have
to be repaid until the last surviving borrower or remaining eligible

non-borrowing spouse passes away
or permanently leaves the home, or
if the homeowners sell the home, or
fail to meet the loan obligations.
Jack Guttentag, professor of
finance emeritus at the Wharton
School at the University of Pennsylvania and publisher of MtgProfessor.com, says reverse mortgages are
helpful for seniors who need income
security or who just wish to more
fully enjoy retirement.
“The country is moving into an
era that can be characterized as
a type of retirement funds crisis
because fewer people are getting to
retirement age with defined benefit
pension plans and voluntary pension
plans are not very fully funded,” he
says. “Life expectancies are getting
longer, and that means retirees have

longer lives with fewer resources
and a reverse mortgage is a tool for
easing that burden on homeowners.”
Move to grow the market
Over 1 million reverse mortgage
loans have been closed since reverse mortgages became available,
although there are only 650,000
reverse mortgages continuing today,
according to Peter Bell, president
and CEO of NRMLA. Roughly
50,000 to 60,000 reverse mortgages
are closed annually.
Lenders are trying to increase that
number, most notably by using ads
featuring well-known actors like
Henry Winkler and Tom Selleck.
They’re also trying to find new
reasons seniors might want to take
out a reverse mortgage, and so they
promote ideas like being able to delay taking Social Security so that the
ultimate benefit is higher.
That’s what has most recently
drawn the ire of the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB),
which issued a stern rebuke to the
reverse mortgage industry in late
August.
“The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau examined different
scenarios and found that, in general,
the reverse mortgage loan costs exceed the additional increase in Social
Security that homeowners would
receive in their lifetime by delaying
Social Security benefits,” the CFPB
cautioned. “Furthermore, using this
strategy generally diminishes the
Continues on Pg. 3
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home equity available to borrowers
later in life. As a result of the diminished equity, borrowers that seek
to sell their homes after using this
strategy may have limited options
for moving to a new location or
handling a financial shock.”
Guttentag says the CFPB’s rebuke
fails to consider that most reverse
mortgage borrowers are simply
looking for more spendable funds
and are less concerned about the
long-term consequences.
In fact, Silver says she was 60 years
old when she realized she wasn’t going to be able to rely solely on Social
Security to fund her retirement. She
had no pension coming because he
had taught for only 18 years — two
years shy of the 20 years needed
to be eligible for a pension in her
school district. And as a single
mother raising four children, she
had no savings, no investments, and
no other financial assets other than
her house.
“What a reverse mortgage does
is give me the sense of well being
and the sense that I am not poor. I
have money (in my condo) if I have
access to it. I don’t have any oth-

er income. I don’t have one single
investment. I just have my $710 in
social security each month and the
income I get from working as a personal assistant,” she explains.
But to get access to the money in
her house, Silver paid a fairly high
price. According to HUD, the costs
of getting a reverse mortgage today
include mortgage insurance premiums (initial and annual), third party
charges, an origination fee (which
could cost several thousand dollars),
interest on the loan balance (but
not the unused line of credit) and
servicing fees.
Some of these fees are mandatory, and some will be waived by the
lender, depending on the interest
rate you select. The initial mortgage
insurance premium runs between 0.5
percent and 2.5 percent, depending
on how much cash you take out at
the beginning of the reverse mortgage. Over the life of the loan, you
will be charged an annual MIP that
equals 1.25 percent of the outstanding mortgage balance.
The good news is that HUD allows
you to pay for most of the costs of
a reverse mortgage from the pro3

ceeds of the loan, which means you
don’t pay them out of pocket. But
this does reduce the net loan amount
available to you. You will also pay
interest on that money.
The interest rate on reverse mortgages varies with your age, how
much you borrow and other factors,
but on average, in 2017, they are
about 1 percentage point higher than
a conventional mortgage.
The biggest negative for most seniors is that it drains their sole significant asset, leaving little if anything
for their heirs. While the loan never
needs to be repaid as long as you,
or your spouse, live in the home,
interest does accrue, and if you live
a long time, the interest may outrun
any remaining equity.
Which suits Silver, who read and
adopted as her mantra the best-selling book “Die Broke,” just fine. “It’s
an expensive loan, but it was worth
it to me to have access to this line of
credit. That line of credit makes me
not afraid. It makes me not afraid to
grow older without money.”
Ilyce Glink is the Publisher of ThinkGlink.com and the Founder
/ CEO of Best Money Moves.
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Helping your parents

Planning ahead can make a huge difference

By Leslie Mann

W

hen it comes to
our parents’ sunset
years, few of us plan
ahead like Alethea
Kara, 43, and her mom, Connie
Welch, 67, have. In 2013, Kara
bought a house Orlando, Fla., with a
suite for Welch. While Kara works,
Welch, who is retired, looks after her
10-year-old grandson.
“I no longer have to pay for after-school care, so I can put that
money into my retirement fund,” says
Kara, a pharmaceutical sales rep.
If you’re not in Kara’s situation,
you may be stressed about caring

for your parents. Eldercare can be
exhausting and expensive, yet it’s
such a sensitive topic that many
families do not discuss it as early or
thoroughly as they should.
Taking few steps now can help you
set plans in place that will help aging
parents weather the financial challenges that might lie ahead.
Have the money talk early: You
may never have discussed finances
with your parents, but it is important
to ask the question: How will you
pay for your senior care?
“Start the conversation early, when
your parent is healthy,” says Marguerita Cheng, a Gaithersburg, Md., certified financial planner. “For my dad,

in-home care in the Washington area
cost $256 a day.” That’s $934,400 for
10 years. Rare is the parent who has
a piggy bank that fat.
Check every pocket: When you
have the money talk, make sure you
get the full picture.
“Often, the parents are living off
their Social Security checks and the
minimum they have to take from
their IRAs and 401ks,” notes Hy
Darling, a Springfield, Massachusetts attorney and president of the
National Academy of Eldercare
Attorneys (NAELA.org). “But they
do have retirement funds they can
now use.”
Chances are, your parents’ biggest
Continues on Pg. 5
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asset is their home. Often they can
sell it to pay medical bills or tap its
equity with a reverse mortgage.
But even doing that doesn’t always
solve the problem.
“My parents had $400,000 in home
equity and Medicare, so I thought we
were prepared,” says James Colozzo,
56, a Chino, Calif., video systems designer who was his parents’ caregiver
until their deaths. But their 20 years
of medical supplies and services not
covered by Medicare swallowed that
equity.
Consider long-term care insurance: While this is something many
families consider, the math can be
complicated: Premiums are lower
for younger, healthy beneficiaries;
but the younger and healthier the
beneficiary, the longer he or she will
be paying premiums before using
the insurance. Waiting too long,
however, may make it impossible, or
impossibly expensive, to get a plan.
Another option is life insurance
with a long-term-care rider, according to Kara’s certified financial planner, Orlando-based Matt Chancey. A
60-year-old, for example, could pay

$1,000 per month for a policy that
would cover $500,000 in long-termcare coverage or, when she dies,
would pay $500,000 to her heirs.
The numbers always vary based on
factors including health history and
demographics, the type of long-term
care desired, and the policy’s coverage amounts and limits.
Open your home: Sometimes
having parents move in frees them
to pay their own medical bills. It’s
working for Susan Jordan and her
husband, Rick, both 58, of Lewisville, N.C. Susan is the caregiver for
her parents, ages 85 and 88.

5

Before you agree to that plan, have
a sibling meeting to discuss whether or not you will be paid for the
care you provide. Mark the calendar
when they promise to fill in to give
you breaks. And consider the potential long-term consequences to your
own well-being.
“One client of mine was one of
five siblings,” Darling says. “She quit
her job to take care of their parents.
She not only lost income, but had to
re-enter her career at an older age.
When the parents died, the others
pooled their inheritance money and
gave it to her.”
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Solving the tax puzzle
Pay now or later?

and IRAs, starting at age 70-1/2.
You can withdraw more, but your
f you’re in or near retirement, RMD is the minimum amount you
you know how hard it is to de- must withdraw.
cide the timing and amount of
Because the IRS considers RMD
withdrawals for living expens- withdrawals federal taxable income,
es. A related issue — and one just as the result is often a sharp uptick in
critical to your nest egg — revolves
federal taxes — an experience that
around taxes.
leaves many retirees new to RMDs
Should you pay them early to prereeling.
vent unnecessary pain later on, or
“It’s usually not even on their radar
wait to pay the piper in your 70s and screens,” the Center for Retirement
beyond?
Research at Boston College quoted
Required Minimum Distributions
financial advisor Michael Kitces as
mandated by the Internal Revenue
lamenting last year. “They say, ‘Why
Service require that you annually
didn’t we plan for this?’ We say,
withdraw a small percentage of your ‘We’ve been recommending you plan
retirement accounts, such as 401(k)s for this for years.’”
By Jeffrey Steele

I

Understanding and
minimizing upticks
During their working years, many
people place all savings in tax-deferred accounts like 401(k)s and
IRAs. They neglect saving outside
retirement accounts in general taxable accounts or Roths, according to
Clint P. Thomas, certified financial
planner and principal at Integrity
Wealth Solutions in Greenwood
Village, Colo.
The result: All portfolio withdrawals in retirement are regarded as ordinary income and taxed accordingly.
“If you need a new water heater,
new car, new roof, the money you
pull from the IRA is taxed at ordiContinues on Pg. 7
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nary income tax rates, which can
really eat into your portfolio over
time,” Thomas says.
His firm urges those retiring before
age 70-1/2 to evaluate their tax situations, and convert IRA money to
Roths if they are in low tax brackets.
Many retirees younger than 70-1/2
are neither earning work income nor
yet taking RMDs, leaving them in
very low brackets — a “sweet spot”
for Roth conversions.
“They can convert money to a
Roth without much of a tax hit,”
Thomas says. “That way, when they
do turn 70-1/2, the RMD will be
less because they have lowered the
balance in the IRA, and shifted it
to the Roth in the years leading up
to age 70. It is extremely beneficial
in retirement to have the ability to
withdraw funds from either IRAs

or Roths — or taxable accounts at
capital gains rates — so you can
control the tax implications as much
as possible.”
An argument also exists for paying
taxes on work income before hitting that pre-age-70-1/2 sweet spot.
Many focus on the tax break they
garner by contributing to a 401(k) or
IRA, without considering the pre-tax

“

Nobody wants to pay
more in taxes. However,
paying them while you
have fixed stable income
is better than paying them
later in retirement.”

7

bubble they are creating later in life,
says Ben Schrock, president of B.A.
Schrock Financial Group in Wadsworth, Ohio.
“Nobody wants to pay more in taxes,” he admits. “However, for most
people, paying them while you have
fixed stable income is better than
paying them later in retirement when
income may not be as stable.”
His firm urges many clients to contribute up to the employer match to
a 401(k) and deposit remaining available dollars into either an individual
Roth or a Roth through their 401(k).
“Everyone’s situation is going to be
different,” Schrock reports.
“I can’t stress enough, it’s very
important to work with a tax professional and qualified financial advisor
to show you the opportunities for
Roth conversions.”
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7 ways seniors

can save
There’s a lot more
than buffet benefits
By Ed Avis

W

hen you hear the
phrase “senior discount,” is your first
thought the early-bird discount at the local buffet?
If so, it’s time you checked out other
ways being a senior can save you
money.
1) Go to college on the cheap
Does going back to college sound
like fun? If so — and if you’re over
60 — you might be able to take
advantage of free or reduced tuition
and fees many colleges and universities offer. For example, Cal State
University waives tuition and most
fees for California residents age
60-plus when a class is not already
fully booked by paying students.
Illinois residents over 65 can study
for free at state institutions if they
earn less than 200 percent of the
federal poverty level (about $32,000
for a family of two in 2017). And
Florida residents over 60 can attend
state college classes for free in many
cases, although they don’t get credit.
“This a great way to stay fresh and
learn,” says CPA Lauren Kovar, a
member of the AICPA Consumer
Financial Education Advocates.

2) Pay less for power
Many utilities offer seniors discounts. For example, ComEd, which
supplies electricity in Chicago, offers
$500 grants to seniors with household income up to 250 percent of the
federal poverty level, and Los Angeles waives electric, gas, and landline
phone bills for residents over age
62 with a household adjusted gross
income under about $36,000.
3) Save while traveling
Amtrak offers a 15 percent discount on most routes to passengers
over age 62. Closer to home, many
local public transportation providers
8

offer discounts to seniors. In Chicago and the surrounding suburbs, the
Regional Transportation Authority
issues free-ride permits for Illinois
residents enrolled in the Illinois Department of Aging Benefit Access
Program. Similarly, in Florida’s Miami-Dade County, those over 65 can
ride free with the Golden Passport
EASY Card.
4) Volunteer and save
Many places that use volunteers
give those volunteers special discounts.
“Seniors should look for volunteer
opportunities that offer perks on
Continues on Pg. 9
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things they might do and pay for
otherwise,” Kovar says. “For example, sometimes golf course marshals
get to play free, some ski resorts give
free passes for volunteer guest relations staff, and festivals usually have
volunteers who get free tickets.”
5) Take advantage of senior citizen property tax benefits
Many communities help seniors
remain in their home by offering
property tax relief. For example,
Illinois offers the Senior Citizens
Homestead Exemption.
“The exemption provides a $5,000
reduction of the property’s assessed
value, meaning the amount saved
differs based on each county’s tax
rate,” says Jeff Fosselman, CPA,
CFP at Relative Value Partners in
Northbrook, Ill. Illinois also offers a

property tax assessment freeze to seniors with household income below
$55,000, Fosselman notes.
6) Use the catch-up provision on
your retirement accounts
People 50 and over can put extra
money into their IRAs and 401Ks,
reducing their income tax burden.
“For IRAs it is an extra $1,000 per
year, and for 401(k) plans it is an
extra $6,000 per year,” explains John
Piershale, CFP, a wealth advisor at
Piershale Financial Group in Crystal
Lake, Ill. “For example, the normal
contribution limit for IRAs is $5,500
per year, but with this catch-up,
someone age 50 or older can add a
total of $6,500 a year. A 401(k) is
normally $18,000 per year, but the
catch-up allows a 50+ year old to
put in up to $24,000 per year.”
9

7) Plan retirement
withdrawals carefully
Scott Thoma, an advisor at Edward
Jones, notes that the traditional guidance for saving taxes on investment
withdrawals is not always correct.
“The standard advice has been to
withdraw from taxable, tax-deferred
and then tax-free accounts, in that
order. But varying this order from
year to year, depending on your tax
bracket, can help maximize your
after-tax income,” says Thoma, who
suggests discussing this with your
advisor. “For example, in a year
where you may have more room in a
lower bracket, you may take a withdrawal from your IRA, which could
reduce RMDs (Required Minimum
Distributions) later in life when you
might have been pushed into a higher tax bracket.”
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Investing in gold
Tips on tapping possibly rich vein

affected by the dollar and inflation,
the price of gold is a “noncorrelated
ou’re approaching retire- asset,” meaning it is affected more
ment, satisfied that your by old-fashioned speculation, notes
portfolio is adequately
Andrew Palomo, a certified finandiversified with a variety cial planner with Pillar Financial
of stocks and bonds and other
Advisors in Oak Park, Ill. “Gold is
financial investments. But should
affected differently than your other
you purchase some gold to fatten up investments, and as a shock absorbyour financial holdings?
er, it’s not going to move like your
other investments.”
Facts about gold
Furthermore, many individuals
Gold has been a symbol of proswho invest in gold buy it during
perity and wealth since the days of
difficult economic times. “Most of
the Egyptian pharaohs — and many the people who own gold think the
investors still view the precious met- economy is going to collapse, they’re
al in the same way.
very fearful of the financial system,”
Unlike the stock market, which is
adds Palomo. “Any time there’s fear,
By Karen Schwartz

Y

gold sales go up.”
“Because of geopolitical events
around the world, investors purchase
gold as a hedge against that uncertainty,” says Juan Carlos Artigas,
head of investment research at The
World Gold Council in New York
City. “Since 1971, returns on gold on
average have been 10 percent.”
What quantity to buy?
Adding some gold to your portfolio is a good idea, according to
George Milling-Stanley, head of gold
strategy for State Street Global Advisors in Boston, who recommends
making gold two to 10 percent of
your total portfolio.
Continues on Pg. 11
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“Gold currently is trading at [more
than] five times as what it was trading
at in 2001; in 2001 it was trading at
$255 an ounce, now it is at $1,323* an
ounce,” Milling-Stanley says. “It has
been trading solidly for four years, so
people can feel pretty good about it
right now, especially people who have
never traded in gold.”
What form to choose?
There are a variety of ways to
invest in the gold market. Investors
can purchase gold through exchange
traded funds, including GLD, the
first and the largest ETF. ETFs trade
daily and have higher liquidity and
lower fees than mutual fund shares.
Investors can also purchase gold
certificates through banks, buy gold
bars, rounds, and coins, buy gold
futures and options through various
exchanges around the world and

over the counter and purchase gold
from gold mining companies.
One-quarter of the gold that is
bought by investors throughout the
world is in the form of ETFs, while
most of the rest is coins and bars,
Artigas says.
Milling-Stanley recommends ETFs
over gold coins.
“If you purchase gold coins, you
will have to pay a premium upfront—usually between three and
five percent of the total cost of the
coins—and then when you come
to sell them, you’ll have to pay a
discount of a similar amount,” he
notes. “I recommend ETFs; since
they were launched in 2004, investors have put $70 billion into them
around the world. It’s a good and
cost-effective means of accessing
the gold market, much better than
gold coins, and you don’t have to

worry about storing them, like you
do with gold coins.”
Palomo concurs: “You should own
ETFs because owning physical gold
is more trouble than it’s worth.”
No matter which form you choose,
investing in gold can be a satisfying
way to round out your retirement
portfolio.
*Price as of 9/14/17
TM
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Career Changer
Winery, B&B, animal rescue
work have kept couple busy
By Kathleen Furore

I

n most any circle, Jayne and
Eric Wagner of Highland
Park, Ill., would be considered
an adventurous couple. Both
have worn many career hats since
they graduated from college decades
ago — retail buyer, advertising sales
professional, veterinarian, winery/
vineyard owner, bed and breakfast
proprietor, volunteer. And they continue looking for new hats to wear.
Jayne, who soon will turn 60, and
Eric, 53, share the story of their
ever-changing career paths — past
and present.
Give me a brief history
of your career paths.
Jayne: I started in retail at Neiman
Marcus’ buyer training, which took
me to Dallas in the early 80s when
the Chicago job market was in a
slump and most people were heading to the sunbelt for job opportunities. I transitioned into advertising
media in Dallas, then returned to
Chicago and worked at ad agencies
and in national magazine advertising
sales. In 2004, after an early stage
cancer diagnosis, I decided to slow
down a bit and started working freelance media sales.
Eric: After veterinary school I
worked as a small animal veterinarian in Washington, D.C. and Wilmette, Ill. I purchased an existing

Jayne and Eric Wagner

animal hospital in Northfield and
ran that for 15 years before selling
that business and working part time
as a veterinarian in Northfield and
part time as a winemaker in Southwestern Michigan.
Tell me about the wine business
— how did you get into that?
Jayne: Eric got his undergraduate
degree in microbiology and was
always into brewing beer and making
wine. And we both have loved wine
for years. I even took courses with
the late Patrick Fagen at his Chicago
wine school back in the early ’90s. So
when one of our favorite wineries in
Michigan came up for sale in 2012,
12

we thought it would provide a great
opportunity for Eric to grow his
skills in winemaking, and for me to
fulfill my desire to work in a service-oriented business.
In 2012, we started the process of
buying the winery/vineyard, which
also included a B&B. I took online
classes and attended seminars to
start learning about viticulture, viniculture and winery management.
I didn’t know much about running
a B&B, but had traveled quite a bit,
so had an idea of what’s expected.
We actually called the place a B&W
(Bed & Wine). We initially rented
directly through our winery website. We shifted bookings to Home
Continues on Pg. 13
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Away/VRBO and Airbnb as their
popularity grew.
What made you decide to sell
the winery and B&B?
Jayne: The winery business grew
tremendously and we had to decide
whether or not to devote our lives
to it and move to Michigan full
time. Eric wasn’t quite ready to step
away from his veterinary practice.
And vineyard work is incredibly
arduous. It requires skill, and it’s
become nearly impossible to secure
vineyard help. We were spread too
thin and had to make some choices
to keep a semblance of balance in
our lives.
We just closed in September on
the sale of the winery, vineyard and
guest house in Michigan. We’ll continue with our vineyard at our personal farm property in Michigan,
and hopefully return to beekeeping
and our other neglected hobbies. I
volunteer at Equestrian Connection
in Lake Forest — a hippotherapy program using horses to assist
people with all kinds of emotional,
mental and physical challenges.
Eric: My plans are to work with
rescue/shelter groups as a volunteer
veterinarian and to do temporary
veterinary work in Florida and
Michigan.
Jayne: We have a small private
plane, so perhaps we can help out
with relocating animals to safe shelters with organizations like Pilots
& Paws. There’s so much need now
that we are facing more and more
natural disasters. … We are excited
to move on to our next chapter and
give back!

The reality of how
much you’ll need
Survey shows many feel secure but often
don’t understand retirement ins and outs
By Janet Kidd Stewart
Tribune News Service

should have.
To take the full quiz, go to financialengines.com/financial-literamericans often feel
cy-quiz.
better about their
To be fair to the survey-takers,
401(k) balances than
some of the questions were subjecthey should, and that’s tive. The “correct” answer on how
particularly true today, a new survey much life insurance someone needs
shows. A new breed of financial
was 10 times annual income, an old
pros aims to better align client per- rule-of-thumb that is often disceptions with reality.
counted by financial advisers who
Almost half of the survey respon- say it’s far better to tally up actual
dents (47 percent) said they feel
projected expenses that a family
somewhat or much more secure
would need to carry on without
financially than they did five years
a partner for a period of time or
ago, not surprising given the strong until the spouse reaches retirement
financial market performance in
age.
recent years.
But the point is clear: Long-term
Survey creator Financial Engines, planning is just a tough thing to get
however, found that most don’t
people to do.
understand Social Security claiming
Rather than drone on about it
options, very few (even those in
with clients, however, some fitheir 50s and 60s) know how much nancial advisers are trying a new
health care will cost in retirement,
conversation, focusing more heavily
and more than half underestimaton the here and now. The upshot
ed how much life insurance they
for individuals: think hard about
Continues on Pg. 14
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what you really want an adviser to do
and look for one with the payment
method that’s best for your situation.
Many fee-based or fee-only advisers
charge 1 percent annually of client
assets they manage, while a smaller
number charge by the hour. These
new planners are tweaking the idea
of a flat retainer, a model that’s been
around for years but hasn’t gotten
much traction. Some charge a flat
retainer, while some combine a retainer with a percentage of the assets
under management, usually less than
half of 1 percent.
At a recent gathering in Dallas of
the XY Planning Network, an association of advisers working with clients from Generation X and Y (also
known as millennials), members

talked about helping clients with
much shorter-term goals as a way
to set them up for success further
down the road to retirement.
“You can’t save for retirement and
invest unless you have money left
over after expenses,” said Nannette
Kamien, founder of Inspiration
Financial Planning in Carlsbad, Calif.
A former information technology
worker, Kamien switched careers
about two years ago to focus on
Gen X clients juggling the needs of
both aging parents and kids heading
to college. “What my clients need is
to understand their current spending
and how to align their income and
their values. I’m focusing on the
decisions they are making today.”
She doesn’t directly manage assets
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but consults clients on whether to
buy or rent their homes, how they
can save for college expenses, and
whether they should take a new job
or add to their families, among other
tasks, she said.
Another newly independent adviser, Steve Nading, started his Boulder,
Colo., advisory, Outbound Financial,
Inc., in February after spending eight
years with a big firm. Recently, he
counseled a mid-career attorney on
ways to save less, not more, because
the attorney is fine living a more
modest lifestyle in retirement.
“Rather than trying to get clients
to build the biggest pile possible,
I’m trying to help them think about
planning intentionally,” he said. “The
attorney has already made more than
he and his partner will ever spend,
so I’m helping them pare back a bit
professionally but still making sure
there will be enough down the road.
They don’t need to give up a good
lifestyle now.”
Another planner in the network,
Chloe Moore, started Financial Staples, LLC, an Atlanta-based firm, a
year ago. She’s has found errors and
opportunities in clients’ tax returns
and estate documents that prompt
immediate action or refunds and
make her unconcerned about software replacing financial advisers any
time soon.
“There’s still a lot of financial
planning that can’t be automated,”
she said.
Janet Kidd Stewart writes The Journey
for Tribune Content Agency. Share
your journey to or through retirement
or pose a question at journey@janetkiddstewart.com.
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New layer of security added when
applying for Social Security online
By Erin Arvedlund
Tribune News Service
/ The Philadelphia Inquirer

A

“

pplying for Social Security online? There’s now
a second security step,
using either your email
address or a cellphone number.
In June, the Social Security Administration added the second step
for checking the identification of
“My Social Security” online account
holders when they register or sign
on using the internet.
You can choose either, using your
cellphone number or your email
address as a second identification
method through email or text message.

There is a distinct technology
divide between older and
younger baby boomers,
10,000 of whom are becoming
eligible for Social Security
every day. So when SSA
introduced this two-step
process, people flipped out.”
An email address already is required to use “My Social Security”
online (www.ssa.gov). If you plan
to select email as the second method of authenticating your online
account, ensure that the onetime
15

security code return email does not
go into your spam or junk folder
by adding NO-REPLY@ssa.gov to
your contact list.
What if you don’t have a cellphone
or computer? There’s still a human
option.
Visit your local Social Security
Administration office and use one
of the “self-help” computer stations,
where an SSA employee can assist.
Or you can have someone at that
office help you through the whole
application.
The two-step security measures
have alarmed a lot of seniors, said
Lowell Arye, who previously worked
for the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services and is now
president of his own consulting
Continues on Pg. 16
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firm in Yardley, Aging and Disability
Policy and Leadership.
Arye applied for benefits online
using a computer at home and had
no issues with the new “two-factor”
security.
But, he said, “there is a distinct
technology divide between older and
younger baby boomers, 10,000 of
whom are becoming eligible for Social Security every day. So when SSA
introduced this two-step process,
people flipped out.”
Older boomers, those born between 1946 and 1953, tend to be less
tech-savvy, Arye said, while those
born later, between 1954 and 1964,
“grew up with technology. In addition, there’s a tech divide depending
on where you live in the country.
In South Dakota, half the counties
are called frontier. They’re not even
rural. Cellphone service out there is
really spotty,” so seniors are often
worried about relying on cellphones
for security purposes.
A Pew Research Center study backs
that up: Only four in 10 seniors have
smartphones. And among seniors 80
and older, only 50 percent even have
cellphones.
“That’s why Social Security added
email as a security-authentication
option,” Arye said.
The need for online capability for
seniors will merely grow.
“In August 2017, Social Security
turned 82 years old,” Arye noted.
The number of Social Security beneficiaries includes almost 42 million
retirees, more than 4.2 million children, 6.4 million widows and wid-

owers, and 8.7 million people with
disabilities, he said.
“Prior to the enactment of Social
Security, roughly one-half of seniors
were estimated to be poor. Between
1960 and 1995, the official poverty
rate of those aged 65 and above fell
from 35 percent to 10 percent, and
research has documented similarly

steep declines dating back to at least
1939,” Arye said.
“While poverty was once far more
prevalent among the elderly than
among other age groups,” he said,
“today’s elderly have a poverty
rate similar to that of working-age
adults and much lower than that of
children.”
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